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sonata for a smoke break

Hold for river silt
to sketch up its little map
while weary retrievals 
barter the heart’s dumb sky.
The only sentience I know
is a lost hand
& a name’s droning weather.
The only sentence 
begins in the lee of the wind –
a stubborn equation
unfolding itself
& sifted to gravelly light.
Pale moth rain
sparks in warehouse pines
slants into the empty
field’s fetlocks
thrashing atonal theology
with bright syrups.
This is the film forever.
The old roads drift off slow
to a discourse of thistle.
The night factory might
swallow up our dancing
but your guitar’s still
plugged into the moon.
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Tremolo/Diluvia

temenos 
of plangent rebirth

I inhabit you

recalled beyond
the skull’s
umbral powers

ring within ring
of vaginal tubing
vegetable & tensile

so await further orders
from within
the seven walls 

adagio on a theme developed 
in marshes
in dragonfly rain

(blue magic woods)

plight of the early aviator
to plunge thru
lonely mother-space

while the drift 
goes on consoling 
or not

starmap stitched to river-light
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just knifing down this 
guy in the street kept

repeating a line, the dead exist
at the level of attention…

 (boot heels
  booth eels
  brothels)

so to sing against the terrarium 
of devils
& false witnesses
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like Jandek

Trace the wires back thru dark yards 
to some animal’s hole,
dispelling various theories 
of causality, return

   with codes re-
   configured as land-
       scapes to solve 

 the edge of what wounds our becoming. 

I sprawl out, song’s blood 
   on my hands,
red autumn shirt, stolen boots, 
walking in 
lost republic / pine-needle / fog Chinese dawn –

a crucian forest in salmon 
archipelago restores
chaos to the nerve-maps

& our bodies begin to blue-shift,
 tension into vortex,

 kinesis of your 
 shiver bell 
 mandala
 lake skin 
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  drawing near, nor
can the distance be rendered without
molecular heat to sunder 
 a scaffold of tertiary silence -

stars hum in powerlines.
The soundtrack to this poem
is “Cornfields” 
by The Robespierres.
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Sonata of Terrestrial Despair

at pulse angle the text
is churning water
returned to itself –
revelation of a girl
brushing her hair,
or playing w/it absently, actually, w/her hand,
sitting on the grass 
in the park beside the lake

   solar animal
    threshes woods
   twists thru sky

 //   if we steal our breath
from machines of rotting dialectic
this praxis will dance
like a hanged man
in a storage unit,
kicking out the chair
of 1994    //  I quote the copper-
   colored trees on this, they
  must also return to themselves

((must exalt the slow
ascension  of the DEER-KINGS
into textual 
primacy dissolving
perception’s edge…))
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  so, locus,
 tensegrity,
the girl’s hand moves 
  unconsciously thru her chestnut hair where 
 the dark indian lake suffers & gathers 
  in glyphic folds about 
 space suddenly hypothesized 
   as eleven dimensions
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notes in kindred fracture
                 I maintain that : chaos is the future
                    and beyond it is freedom
       — Thurston Moore

1

my birds the maps we steal will  
stir of wind traced by familiar stones  
and scrapes of song become one 
before districts that seek 
to knot this mumbled 
poem in ripped-up corners 
steeped with ghostly attendants

some flawed erasure 

gleaned from the rain 
of what approaches 
bared my cargo 
that a hand arrive  
long to begin & colors 
scarred along skin’s perceiving. This 

body no longer was rust your blood hushes  

and for the knot all these eyes  
night picked in scorched flowers 
turned lucid as carefully made  
silk.  I came. 
I milk stone 

vanished language strung chewed  
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and breath to wheel when  
opening planes 
where (perhaps 
whispers push narrative – 

how black with looking for ourselves  
those meanders leave only 
chance transcript and begin 
what we call battle the bodies 
miles circle with raw lost fog all lit
& wearing each room 

as revered hum  
in crude oracle pulled from distant 
cities described
in tattered Pali texts

2

shipwrecked against matter  
rainwater veins to photograph 
rusty outcrop 
tin distance 
spun from a terrible old coin  

throats exile morning 
with this fractured 
theme endlessly 
 
telegraphing  a fluorescence of myself 
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my nerves begin in wheatfields  
and latitude a staircase 
breaking slowly  

occur traced rain  
to figure stillness
shifting the the real

3

my wheat begins in nerve fields
conjoined elastic reverie
posed in willowy blood-beat

to occur is the improbable sky
thorn’d loin
mistaking the river’s huntress

alive you are gradually made
thin air of unease

product of clashing 
arterial systems
for wch/geography revises all 

angles & planes of consensual reality

  // I hear the stones slowly groan

  eroding spare mineral rhythm
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  set to a pulse of dense code //

I silver the deer in trees
trace wet orchard ruins

4  ‘afternoon before the funeral of an epileptic drowned 
in the well’

I work at a place called the night factory –
all night I work 
an old machine made of wood, 
fur,
bone, 
iron, 
eggshells, 
fingernail parings,
bloodsoaked soil, 
copper tubing

 to craft, for example,
the parts of dreams which
insinuate themselves
as a bridge of some sort –

vast oblique lines intersect at 
impossible angles
above the watery 
consciousness chemical star-roar
conducted on vicious alien
 instruments…
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‘compression, facture, and the shifting plane, a dream-architecture from 
which all objects proceed’
 .haws
wobble
pine
lunar count
ingot
euphony
ordure
enlace

lumbering chorus broken  
green stretches repeat the arpeggio moon’s great nerves 
(churns nests... ensnared sands) 
metaphysical rain 

(some steeled together childhood
memory of a monumental bridge
in Canada maybe
from the family’s lone 
vacation smeared 
with anterior shades of resonance –

Brooklyn, 
cities seen from above at night, other cities,
old piers & rain, 
masturbation,
a Rimbaud poem, 
a lost red notebook,
early 20th century manuals 
 of occult machinery //
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delicate lacework beam and rivet

the ocean smells like Emily’s hair

all night at the dream factory Joe 
plays old country songs 
or Neil Young
or Guided by Voices
on a weary old boombox, the kind no one owns anymore

‘raw or bare or violently-colored materials’

‘dynamism of oblique and elliptic lines’

the great kingdoms are lost within us –
Tarshish and the cities of splendor

 
5

stomach>navel>chest>collarbone>eyeballs>cerebellum>any desired 
planet (Pineal, Solar)

VELOCITY OF MIND=at any moment transfer mind to realms hun-
dreds of thousands miles away…

VELOCITY OF SOUL is greater because non-material & can travel to 
any planet in the material or antimaterial sky…
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6 

& in this house also 
I have understood
attention as a 
gesture of loss

the only fall in town
is the fall into 

differentiated Being

(…)

October now/the trees

7 Dionysian Universe / to Andre Masson

this is a film, 
two blue scrolls thin as a vanished room  
 sleep the sky’s distance, proven  
in sentences where physical streets, in angles,  
shadow apocrypha and phrase. The night’s  
poem was conversation... then after  
wanted the sun processual in  
one shattered bliss  
a word for the narrative of waters,  
iron-flat,  
insistent and blunt  
the lake in the god forgotten, 
its light dissolved  
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in hour, syntax, a network of ten harps  
made of some gas-station in the sky 
annulling its world in swarms of songs. Its jewelry

is a curved city whose windswept stretches 

walk falling so the word can dream between  
a color a music 
in magnet

when matter is split 

tell all eyes awake 
 

8

in October the door
candles  
sailors the trees  
are things 
sky thru 
bones transferred 
begins / presence 
fog moon 
carries 
your understanding back 
bodies like secret projections 
necklace Ur) the Dead See – 
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9

raw of loom crawls nocturnal space  

and everything is vanished  

weaves rain fields  

a violin limped across trees  

a song developed slowly  

its few hawks circling  

breathe the transmigrations 
 

10  Odradek / for Peter Lamborn Wilson

exactly equivalent  
to drag loneliness like 
the grave about the stars 
recurrence as bittersweet flicker 
 
narrative emerged
from a tangle 
of prehistoric movements 

long nightmare 
dance and language  

beyond the secret 
blanket’s ashes 
the river 
came in the window
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11

‘vector fields, koans, bison at Lascaux, Cyclotron in Geneva, empy-
rean, necromancy, astromancy, samsara, Hopi Fourth World, brico-
lage, regional, vernacular, parapsychology, Linear B, medicine bundle, 
horsehair, arrowheads, cloud chamber, neutrinos, solar wind, Zodiac, 
bestiary, stars and stones, petroglyphs, homunculi, rudiment, alchemical 
formulas, settlers’ journals, cryptic sea-maps, sigils, shields, paramecia, 
constellations, Tlingit tattoos, crystal growth patterns, animal horns, 
galaxies, cells, insects, atoms, lakes, ceremony, ritualism, atavism, meta-
morphic, angels transmitting texts, Noosphere, ontology, Gurdjieff, 
poem as spiritual practice, Navajo sand paintings, Hopi verbs, topology, 
non-Euclidean, metaphysical, geodesic, process reality, lodestar, transga-
lactic, etymological, Mediterranean, Eurasian, Medieval, Taoist, neo-
Atlantean, Whiteheadian, Heisenbergian…’

_______________________________________________

snails
toads
pubic triangle/thatch/furrow/pelt
ORENDA
as the Pythagorean said, one of my brothers will come after to pay my 
debt
isobars
of a twilit republic
cumulus
dream in several layers involving crew of a battered Uruguayan steam-
ship & a coast that vanishes  & reappears, stitched in imaginal space
Aramaic
steps of YU
bole
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snow transpierced – 1000s of white moths pinned by streetlamp light to 
sky
the faery folk are real enough: elementals. in the woodpile, under the 
hill
Orc – the Serpent (Blake)
sarabande
in dulcet verges

12

can we storm their mute towers
with polaroids & notebooks?

xeroxed papers w/Kropotkin quotations =

the dream’s umbra constructs 
cities underground in the vein

a counsel of fishes in the vowels of the dream

geologic queen bee cathedral

 of sexual rites
as conjury
for elemental powers
dark-sweet
inwound
with blood-coils 

of space // layered
onto the Final City
relationships of rain
touch
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electric light corroding
a street’s liminal margins =
a body flowers

- awakening fluid   a stone
set beneath the North Star

umbilicus linked Pre- to Post-historic =
some plane of aching time

a vowel of fishes in the counsels of the dream

fast-food crown
shines on wet asphalt

13
 after Kurt Schwitters

“your drum flats, massive,  
cancel the whole split night, 
dissociations 
in landscape film 
fade this Study 
of bony fragments  
 
Meditate to flowers... Last certainty  
of hidden body  
and silent measure  
as impulse in sleeping water 
in staircase scribbled  
as oblique absence created in flux time, you  
sleep in a bird while burning walls of poem  
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light the primal benediction  
crack the night’s cold lacy arrivals  

frost on stars  
street stretched

ghostly come fallen time 
the door understanding now

you occur as edges
made of September hair

14  birds recall another 11th presence

All perfected I hear  
moths   
cracked paint  
eyes of brass groves & kickdrum wonder  
tenuous birds are suddenly  
to map absence occurring  
& slender 1920s daylight creeping  
before the fathom tree. I live 

in notes of kindred fracture  
walk, nocturnal of quartz  

shift my woman who  
wanders the / Mundi 

inward merchant
 of some solemn  
light that vowels 
a heavy question  
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A door’s ache filled  
dawn when bodies 
pretended space didn’t 
exist. Now, traced hands print 
   words into  

 the ossuary & no 
moon-snared bird carefully explains 
slow worlds to come  twisting 
singularities in calligraphic ellipse 

sleepless I stagger between 
your description  
of vast deserts    or three crumpled nights 
just searching for sky in moves of gone skin   

a fade like strange films

moon  stitch  hand
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My Futurist Years

   In the aquarium of the air live inquisitive demons
   Who collapse the cloud to steal our secret from it
    — Max Jacob, tr. Kulik

lacquer angle trussed
scraped thru word
in train yard’s cut –

the vortical occasion
  stilled
to Volney’s Ruins
steeped in ironic distance :

 (dissonant, contorted chains
of rusting mammoth
eerie boxcars
        on a little siding –

   zone where all supernal lines
  of city knot together,
  scrappy margin, torn
  ingress, dead weeds & lost
   deer gone shadow
  around a busted-up sofa & 
   ring of stones, derelict guerrilla 

 cartographers develop
film in backrooms of empty warehouses, trains
   shake the small
apartment wall-papered w/maps

  & war is waged inside the syllable.

My futurist years / all obliquity & dynamism
speed splinters thru
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knives of rain

 & I’m on our old street just
crashed into the ecliptic
hunched against cities of autumn wind
& dialing up the wrong set of magic vowels

for your wildflower archive 
  & electric conjury, your
bat-shit crazy bay /
of drowning tiger’s teeth…       
(E.S.)

 - slow kiss drawling
moths thru liquid
sequences of skin -

what waking lunation conscripted
by organ-pipe smokestacks
by Dreamtime’s plunder forms
landscapes in the quanta
  sheet of this street
 decomposed into evening ink?

  & I leave the letter
at your doorstep anyhow –

a neo-Baroque treatise 
elegizing your cubist hair,
your blue notebook period,

uttered at the diamond-edge
of utterance 

 & thwarted by

its own col-
lapse
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the night phrase/to Max Jacob

to write / in provisional mode /
holy toward verges
of a loss that reconstructs

  nine lakes for shamanic ritual
 Sant’Elia’s thrust of steel forms
   kohl-eyes as presage of the Other

 is to mineral hollow 
rifts of vowel 
w/a barbed 
Apache death chant

 (only if the dream 
is a ligament of the lost math
will the weary ones require
an offering thus)

I got past the Spanish sentry in the dark. 

As for the narrative inclusion 
of malarial milk 
to gnaw 
the tenebrous interval…

a falling leaf will obliterate
the sun –
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Amulet & Burden

The history of matter
is moth & bone –

turbulence patterns  
slow to form 

 & the objects 
of the phenomenal world
churned to dense luminous soup

call to each other across
a naked void. The problem is

I can’t get the worlds to match up.
Or the task of welding
the two worlds together just
at steely junction or seam

is fraught with danger
of madness & death. But then / sense
when attention deepens
a hidden order, say, a buck
in thicket
startled suddenly
to delicate fearsome bounds
  & leaps, snorts, crashings 
 of antler & briar

or snow in hypnos
cuts against the light
as you enter a city 
 at dusk
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or the full moon shines
on a horse’s ass
when July stencils furthest darkness
charting mappemundae 
in lost Mormon hills. 

  The task
is to feel the order within 
a reality 
of used RV dealerships.

We’ve known all along
that gnosis is exile, that 
equation was scratched 
into our notebooks early –

  Loa,
  conjury,
  ochre of spirit-lands,
  amulet & burden carry us 
  thru serpent-river-
   lightning-time

our trobar as
sacramental lunar tuning-forks
scry the widening circles
of the mind’s textural fabric.

Transformation is primary.
Strings of syntax inhabit 

the vegetable realms.
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Analog Zurich / to Emmy Hennings

narrative systems 
in the outlying districts of dawn 
create a sudden republic –

Emmy has a body made of lost radio transmissions
corroded & quasar-embedded with arrivals 
in dark cities that
are glacial pulses / rippling outward
begins to map surfaces 
known to holders
of Dogon lore:

 star-stitched
grass-seed,
tense angle 
& pitch,
solidity recurring, animal structure
shaping the line’s integrities
how the fluid entrances

never exhausting
itself…

Emmy in her latent
disembodied ghost-milk immensity has reconciled 
dada negation to the invisible substance 
of each luminous protean form we pass thru
elementally
gutted by flowers on the highway side
pollinated sworn
into magic sensorium revelry
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stringbean cosmologies wch/arise from the
 river’s jeweled skeleton, a neo-Bachelardian immanence 
tongued 
  thru the fissured cave-complex roaring 
 inside the lost name, the flinted syllable
 carried as a weapon,
          coined & agonized until the uttered sun 
 becomes a wheel a horse a severed head –

 Emmy your / barbarian dance 
is fluted fire
destabilizing governments
Zen paradox & disposition of planes
blood is the water of the mirror…      
 (Henri Pastoureau)

  (every night unearthly fire falls
   from the machines of a future state

dance as Kali :
process 
from the wrecked cornfields
of upstate NY 

(item, decaying film reel 
shot by Harry Smith
of a female dancer
on the banks of the Ohio –

tiny utopia of Zurich 1916
‘furtive detectives 
in red streetlamp light’
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a disassembling of complicit structures
‘under the shadow of architectural ribs’

tiny utopia of an electric guitar
tearing itself into //  a ragged
handmade flag above Cabaret Voltaire
black Bend Sinister

(her body in a long white dress
barefoot to Kentucky earth
her steps a study 
of the spiral
sign of the carbonic mystery

tiny utopia of moonlit deer
dancing in backyards where equinoctial constellations regard these 
autonomous ceremonies with an  eye of integral ice
& stunned wavelengths in tonal brocade provoke some reliquary es-
cutcheon etched against
instantly configured worlds whose histories seethe in momentary moth 
wing flicker
so that object is indecipherable from apprehension a flowing inward/
outward how 
Amma fills all space all sovereign reality a structure of jointure 
 & interpenetrant threads 
tiny utopia of total chaos & symmetry
thusness exalt
sanguinary / entropic

Emmy your dance is the bones of air
your cryptic movements manifest
on the Akashik vibration
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your limbs open violent 
estuarial spaces 
in the magnetic breach

Emmy your dance 
is how we must learn 
to exist in our bodies at last
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Velocity Figure

“scrape the surface of language and you will behold interstellar space”
Khlebnikov

propulsive inner lunar 
fable sheds 
spliced eye/film 
vocabulary 
of sidereal forms
pulled apart thrust 
tincture 
of shadow/object
slow moon-juice
pooled about 
the drowned wood
cast shift incanting
corrosive intelligence
radiant kinetic
as ideogram weights 
materials
in a relationship
of tensions so
understand the rain
the broken city’s
syllabus & aperture
as it manifests
worlds intercut
beneath skin’s
textual iteration 
 & trace
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Sonata of Terrestrial Wonder

apple trucks moan 
all night 
back & forth 
on meandering backroads
great saurian 
creatures exhausted climbing 
 a ladder of bones
into stitched imaginal pre-
  dawn post-historic
 Siberian sky above 
the trailer parks 
   of upstate NY

 scuffed charms of animal 
 power to be figured frayed
 lines drawn as taproots
 searching potsherd fingers
 grasp thru muddy sinew
   declining verb

  unsayable lamplit Kafka conduit 
       
 of destroyed text collapsed in scrawl 
wolf amulet smooth rubbed 
an ecology
 to inherit the temple’s 
dimensions from dogtooth violet
cattail
salamander 
lysergium

  occult earth library
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 nodal lei line spine 
waking sexual 
blood of pagan alphabets
to make poems with / so 
love wields in us a cry of light
reaching back 
thru alchemical syntax chains exultant toward 
 the sun’s cut circle



 

      


